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1. UNIT SYLLABUS 

 

Chapter-4: Moving Charges and Magnetism 

Concept of magnetic field, Oersted’s experiment. 

Biot-Savart law and its application to current carrying circular loop. 

Ampere’s law and its applications to infinitely long straight wire. Straight and toroidal 

solenoids, Force on a moving charge in uniform magnetic and electric fields. Cyclotron. 

Force on a current-carrying conductor in a uniform magnetic field. Force between two 

parallel current-carrying conductors-definition of ampere. Torque experienced by a current 

loop in uniform magnetic field; moving coil galvanometer-its current sensitivity and 

conversion to ammeter and voltmeter. 

Chapter-5: Magnetism and Matter 
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Current loop as a magnetic dipole and its magnetic dipole moment. Magnetic dipole moment 

of a revolving electron. Magnetic field intensity due to a magnetic dipole (bar magnet) along 

its axis and perpendicular to its axis. Torque on a magnetic dipole (bar magnet) in a uniform 

magnetic field; bar magnet as an equivalent solenoid, magnetic field lines; Earth’s magnetic 

field and magnetic elements. 

Para, dia and ferro - magnetic substances, with examples. Electromagnets and factors 

affecting their strengths. Permanent magnets. 

 

2. MODULE WISE DISTRIBUTION     10 Modules 

The above unit is divided into 10 modules for better understanding. 

 

Module 1  Introducing moving charges and magnetism 

 Direction of magnetic field produced by a moving charge  

 Concept of Magnetic field  

 Oersted’s Experiment 

 Strength of the magnetic field at a point due to current carrying 

conductor  

 Biot-Savart Law 

 Comparison of Coulomb’s law and Biot Savarts law   

Module 2  Applications of Biot- Savart Law to current carrying circular 

loop, straight wire 

 Magnetic field due to a straight conductor of finite size  

 Examples  

Module 3  Ampere’s Law and its proof  

 Application of amperes circuital law: straight wire, straight and 

toroidal solenoids. 

 Force on a moving charge on a magnetic field    

 Unit of magnetic field  

 Examples  

Module 4  Force on moving charges in uniform magnetic field and 

uniform electric field. 
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 Lorentz force  

 Cyclotron 

Module 5  Force on a current carrying conductor in uniform magnetic 

field 

 Force between two parallel current carrying conductors 

 Definition of ampere 

Module 6  Torque experienced by a current rectangular loop in uniform 

magnetic field 

 Direction of torque acting on  current carrying rectangular loop 

in uniform magnetic field 

 Orientation of a rectangular current carrying loop in a uniform 

magnetic field for maximum and minimum potential energy  

Module 7  Moving coil Galvanometer- 

 Need for radial pole pieces to create a uniform magnetic field  

 Establish a relation between deflection in the galvanometer and 

the current  

 Current sensitivity  

 Voltage sensitivity 

 conversion to ammeter and voltmeter 

 Examples  

Module 8  Magnetic field intensity due to a magnetic dipole (bar magnet) 

along its axis and perpendicular to its axis. 

 Torque on a magnetic dipole in uniform magnetic field. 

 Explanation of magnetic property of materials  

Module 9  Dia, Para and ferromagnetic substances  

  Electromagnets and factors affecting their strengths, 

permanent magnets. 

 

Module 10  Earth’s magnetic field and magnetic elements. 
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Module 1 

 

3. WORDS YOU MUST KNOW 

 Coulomb’s law: The mutual force of attraction or repulsion between two point charges 

is directly proportional to the product of the magnitude of the two charges (q1 and q2) 

and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. It acts along the 

line joining them.like charges repel and unlike charges attract. 

 Static charges: Charged objects which have no relative movement. With respect to 

their surroundings.  

 Moving charges: When charges or charged objects change their position with respect 

to their surroundings.  

 Electric current: The rate of flow of charge in a conductor. 

 Electric field lines: It is a curve, the tangent to which a point gives the direction of the 

magnetic field at that point. 

 Compass needle: A freely suspended magnet, allowed rotating about a vertical axis. It 

rests in the north south direction .it deflects in magnetic field due to magnets near it.  

 Magnetic field: A region of influence around a magnet where its effect can be 

observed. 

 

4. INTRODUCTION 

 We have studied in the previous modules that a charge at rest produces an electric field. 

Around it . This field is in three dimensional space. 

 The relation between electricity and magnetism was first noticed by an Italian jurist 

Gian Demenico Romagnosi in 1802. He found that an electric current flowing in a wire 

affects a magnetic needle, and published his observations, in a local newspaper, 

Gazettadi Jrentime. However, his observations were overlooked.  

The fact that magnetic field is intimately related with an electric current was 

rediscovered in 1820 by a Danish Physicist, Hans Christian Oersted. His path breaking 

observation established a connection between moving charges and magnetic field.  
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In this unit, we will study the relation between moving charges or electric current and  

magnetic fields. 

5. CONCEPT OF MAGNETIC FIELD  

If we place or suspend a small magnetic needle near a bar-magnet, the needle rests in 

definite direction. (Figure1). If we place this needle at 

some other point, it rests in some other direction. 

This shows that the magnetic compass needle, 

near a bar magnet experiences a torque which 

turns the needle to a definite direction.  

The region near a magnet, where a magnetic 

needle experience a torque and rests in a 

definite direction, is called the “magnetic field” of the magnet.  

                                                                                                            (Figure 1) 

The line drawn from the south to the north pole of a magnetic needle freely-suspended at a 

point in the magnetic field is the direction of the field at that point.  

 Earth behaves as though it has a magnet inside it, (this is not true) however, because of this 

magnet it has a magnetic field. This is why a freely-suspended magnetic needle always rests in 

the north-south direction. The north pole of the needle points towards north and the South Pole 

towards south. This shows that the earth’s magnetic field acts from south to north. 

6. OERSTED EXPERIMENT  

Oersted in 1820, found experimentally that a magnetic field is established around a current 

carrying conductor just as it occurs around a magnet. His experiment is shown in Figure-2. A  

conducting wire AB is connected to the poles of a battery through a key. The wire is kept alone 

a magnetic needle parallel to it (in north-south direction). So long there is no current in the 

wire; the magnetic needle remains parallel to the wire Figure: 2(a). As soon as the key is 

pressed, a current flow through the wire and the needle is deflected. Figure: 2(b) If the current 

is reversed, the needle indicates that with the passage of current in the wire, a magnetic field is 

established around it. On increasing the current in the wire or on bringing the needle closer to 

the wire, the deflection of the needle increases. 
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 This experiment shows that 

 the magnetic field is produced due to the electric current since electric current is 

‘charge in motion’, 

  it is concluded that moving charges produce magnetic field in the surrounding 

space.  

 A charge, whether stationary or in motion, produces an electric field around it. If 

it is in motion, then, in addition to the electric field, it also produces a magnetic 

field. 

http://epathshala.nic.in/e-pathshala-4/e-resources-

2/?opt_type=video&opt_lang=English&opt_class=Secondary&searching_text=magnetic+eff

ect+of+current&search=Search 

Watch video to understand magnetic effect of current. 

You will also recall the concepts you learnt while studying magnetic effect of current in your 

earlier class  

http://nroer.gov.in/55ab34ff81fccb4f1d806025/file/5699fa3381fccb15fb2151f0 

Water is magnetic. 

http://nroer.gov.in/55ab34ff81fccb4f1d806025/file/5699fa1881fccb15fb2150a7 

Magnetic effect of current.  

OERSTED EXPERIMENT 

http://epathshala.nic.in/e-pathshala-4/e-resources-2/?opt_type=video&opt_lang=English&opt_class=Secondary&searching_text=magnetic+effect+of+current&search=Search
http://epathshala.nic.in/e-pathshala-4/e-resources-2/?opt_type=video&opt_lang=English&opt_class=Secondary&searching_text=magnetic+effect+of+current&search=Search
http://epathshala.nic.in/e-pathshala-4/e-resources-2/?opt_type=video&opt_lang=English&opt_class=Secondary&searching_text=magnetic+effect+of+current&search=Search
http://nroer.gov.in/55ab34ff81fccb4f1d806025/file/5699fa3381fccb15fb2151f0
http://nroer.gov.in/55ab34ff81fccb4f1d806025/file/5699fa1881fccb15fb2150a7
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            Figure: 2(a)   Figure: 2(b)   Figure: 2(c) 

 

7. AMPERE’S SWIMMING RULE  

This rule predicts the direction of deflection of the magnetic needle in the Oersted’s 

experiment; it can be stated as follows: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Imagine a man swimming along the wire in the direction of the flow of the current with his 

face always turned towards the magnetic needle, then the north pole of the needle will get 

deflected towards his left hand”, as shown in given image. 
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8. MAXWELL’S CORK SCREW RULE OR RIGHT HAND 

SCREW RULE  

If the forward motion of an imaginary right handed screw is in the 

direction of the current through a linear conductor, then the 

direction of rotation of the screw gives the direction of the magnetic 

lines of force around the conductor as shown in figure. 

                                                                                                                                    

9. RIGHT HAND THUMB RULE OR CURL RULE  

If a current carrying conductor is imagined to be held in the right hand such that the thumb 

points in the direction of the current, then the tips of the fingers encircling the conductor will 

give the direction of the magnetic lines of force.  

 

10. BIOT-SAVART LAW  

Oersted’s experiment showed that a current carrying conductor generates a magnetic field 

around it. French scientists Biot and Savart, in the same year 1820, performed a series of 

experiments to study the magnetic fields generated by various current carrying conductors and 

formulated a law to determine the magnitude and direction of the fields so generated. This law 

is known as “Biot-Savart Law”.  

LET US THINK ABOUT   

https://www.google.co.in/imgres?imgurl=http://electrical4u.com/electrical/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Cork-Screw-Rule1.png&imgrefurl=http://www.electrical4u.com/electric-current-and-theory-of-electricity/&docid=yEUU-Y5YUlUBsM&tbnid=hl62rypOEq8JEM:&w=225&h=210&bih=498&biw=1093&ved=0ahUKEwjZ-eWf1MTNAhUGuI8KHX9kClkQMwg8KBUwFQ&iact=mrc&uact=8
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On what factors does the magnetic field depend upon? 

a. Current in the conductor 

b. Direction of current in the conductor  

c. Distance of the point where we wish to find the value of magnetic field  

d. Orientation of the current carrying conductor 

e. Medium around the current carrying conductor   

LET US VISUALIZE  

All magnetic fields that we know are due to currents (or moving charges) and due to intrinsic 

magnetic moments of particles. Here, we shall study the relation between current and the 

magnetic field it produces. 

 It is given by the Biot-Savart’s law. 

Given figure shows a finite conductor XY carrying current I. 

Consider an infinitesimal element dl of the conductor. 

 

                                                                                                   

The magnetic field dB due to this element is to be determined 

at a point P which is at a distance r from it. Let θ be the angle 

between dl and the displacement vector r.  

According to Biot-Savart’s law, the magnitude of the magnetic field dB is proportional to the 

current I, the element length |dl|, and inversely proportional to the square of the distance r.  

Its direction is perpendicular to the plane containing dl and r.  

Thus, in vector notation: 

𝐝𝐁 ∝
𝐈𝐝𝐥 × 𝐫

𝐫𝟑
 

𝐝𝐁 =
𝛍𝟎

𝟒𝛑

𝐈𝐝𝐥 × 𝐫

𝐫𝟑
 

  If we use the property of cross-product. 
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𝐝𝐁 = 𝛍𝟎  𝐈  
𝐝𝐥   𝐬𝐢𝐧𝛉

𝟒𝛑𝐫𝟐
  

Where µo/4𝝅 is a (dimensional) proportionality constant when we consider the medium 

around the wire to be vacuum.  

The proportionality constant in SI units has the exact value: 

μ0

4π
=  10−7 Tm𝐴−1 

We call µ0 is the permeability of free space (or vacuum).Its dimensions are [MLT-2A-2].  

The resultant field at P due to the whole conductor can be found by integrating for the entire 

length of the conductor.  

That is:  B=∫ 𝒅𝑩 

PERMITIVITTY AND PERMEABILITY  

In the universal law of gravitation, we say that any two point masses exert a force on each other 

which is proportional to the product of the masses m1 , m2 and inversely proportional to the 

square of the distance r between them.  

We write it as  

𝐅 = 𝐆
𝐦𝟏𝐦𝟐

𝐫𝟐
 

where G is the universal constant of gravitation.  

Similarly in Coulomb’s law of electrostatics we write the force between two point charges q1, 

q2, separated by a distance r as: 

𝐅 = 𝐤
𝐪𝟏𝐪𝟐

𝐫𝟐
 

where k is a constant of proportionality. 

 In SI units, k is taken as 1/4πε where ε is the permittivity of the medium. 
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 Also in magnetism, we get another constant, which in SI units, is taken as µ/4π where µ is the 

permeability of the medium.  

Although G, ε and µ arise as proportionality constants, there is a difference between 

gravitational force and electromagnetic force. While the gravitational force does not 

depend on the intervening medium, the electromagnetic force depends on the medium 

between the two charges or two magnets. 

 Hence while G is a universal constant, ε and µ depend on the medium.  

They have different values for different media. The product εµ turns out to be related to the 

speed v of electromagnetic radiation in the medium through εµ =1/ v2. 

 Electric permittivity ε is a physical quantity that describes how an electric field affects 

and is affected by a medium. It is determined by the ability of a material to polarize in 

response to an applied field, and thereby to cancel, partially, the field inside the material.  

Similarly, magnetic permeability µ is the ability of a substance to acquire magnetization 

in magnetic fields. It is a measure of the extent to which magnetic field can penetrate 

matter. 

IN VACUUM RELATION BETWEEN PERMEABILTY 𝛍𝐨 AND PERMITTIVITY  (€0)    

 

We know that:  

  µo/4𝝅 = 10-7 N/A2            

and  

 1/4𝝅€0 = 9x109 Nm2/C2                      

Dividing we get:  

µo €0 = 1/ (3x108)2  ( C/Am )2 

But 1 C = 1 As 

Therefore     µo €0 = 1/(3x108  m/s)2    

But 3x108 m/s is the speed of light in free space or vacuum (c). 

Therefore       µo €0 = 1/c2 
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Or    

c = 1/√ µo €0 

This is an interesting relation between ε0, the permittivity of free space; µ0 , the permeability 

of free space; and c, the speed of light in vacuum:  

 Since the speed of light in vacuum is constant, the product µ0 ε0 is fixed in magnitude. 

Choosing the value of either ε0 or µ0, fixes the value of the other.  

YOU CAN WATCH THIS VIDEO Biot Savart’s Law 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Joy5NYkXV14     

11. COMPARISON OF BIOT -SAVART LAW AND COULOMB’S LAW 

A stationary charge generates an electric field while a current generates a magnetic field 

in the surrounding space. The Coulombs law gives the electric field due to a distribution 

of charges, while the Bio-Savart law gives the magnetic field due to a current element.  

According to Coulomb’s law the magnitude of electric field at a point P (say) due to a charge 

element dq is  

𝐝𝐄 =
𝟏

𝟒𝛑𝛜𝟎

𝐝𝐪

𝐫𝟐
 

where r is the distance of P from the charge element.  

According to Bio-Savart Law, the magnitude of magnetic field at P due to a current element I 

dl  distant r from P is  

𝒅𝑩 = 𝝁𝟎

𝑰𝒅𝒍 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽

𝟒𝝅𝒓𝟐
 

Where ‘𝜃’ is the angle between the length of the element and the line joining the element to 

the point P.  

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Joy5NYkXV14
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We see that the Biot-Savart Law is the magnetic equivalent of Coulomb’s Law and both 

are inverse square laws.  

The two laws, however, differ in certain respects:  

i) The charge element dq is a scalar, whereas current element idl is a vector whose 

direction is in the direction of current. According to Coulomb’s Law, the magnitude of 

electric field depends only upon the distance of the charge element from the point P. 

According to Biot-Savart Law, the magnitude of magnetic field at P also depends upon 

the angle between the current element and the line joining the current element to the 

point P. 

ii) According to Coulomb’s law, the direction of electric field is along the line joining the 

charge element and the point P. According to Bio-Savart Law, the direction of magnetic 

field is perpendicular to the current element as well as to the line joining the current 

element to the point P.        

Special Cases: 

i)If ɵ = 00,  sin ɵ   = 0, so dB = 0 

  That is, the magnetic field is zero at points on the axis of the current element.  

           ii)If    ɵ  = 900, sin ɵ   = 1, so that dB = maximum i.e. the magnetic field due to a 

current element is maximum in a plane passing through the element and 

perpendicular to its axis.  

12. EXAMPLES BASED ON BIOT-SAVART LAW 

   EXAMPLE: 

      A wire placed along the north-south direction carries a current of 8 A, from south to 

       north.   

     Find the magnetic field due to a 1 cm piece of wire at a point 200 cm north-east from the 

piece. 
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SOLUTION:   

The problem is illustrated in figure  

As the distance OP is much larger than the length of the wire , we can treat the wire as small 

current element.  

Here I = 8 A,      dl = 1 cm = 10-2 m,        r = 200 cm = 2m      θ = 450 

𝒅𝑩 = 𝝁𝟎

𝑰𝒅𝒍 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽

𝟒𝝅𝒓𝟐
 

dB = 1.4 x 10-9   T 

The direction of magnetic field at point P is normally into the plane of the screen.  

EXAMPLE:  

An element   dl = x is placed at the origin and carries a large current I = 10 A  

What is the magnetic field on the y-axis at a distance of 0.5 m. x = 1 cm. 

 

 

 

SOLUTION: 
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𝒅𝑩 = 𝝁0

𝑰𝒅𝒍 𝐬𝐢𝐧 𝜽

4𝝅𝒓2
 

dl = x = 10-2  m,  

I = 10 A,  

r = 0.5 m along y,  

µ0 / 4π = 10-7 Tm / A 

𝜃 = 900, sin 𝜃  = 1  

On substitution the values 

dB = 4 x 10-8 T 

The direction of the field is in the + Z direction. This is so since, 

 dl x r =  �̂� × 𝒋̂ =   k 

13.SUMMARY 

In this module we have learnt   

 There is a magnetic field around a current carrying wire  

 The direction of magnetic field can be given by amperes swimming rule , right hand 

grip rule 

 The strength and direction can be given by Biot Savart’s law  

 Vector form of Biot-Savart’s law is: 

 

𝑑𝐵 ∝
𝐼𝑑𝑙 × 𝑟

𝑟3
 

𝑑𝐵 =
𝜇0

4𝜋

𝐼𝑑𝑙 × 𝑟

𝑟3
 

 

 Permeability and permittivity of free space are related by:    c = 1/√ µo €0 


